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ABSTRACT: Photocatalytic and photovoltaic activity de-
pends on the optimal alignment of electronic levels at the
molecule/semiconductor interface. Establishing level alignment
experimentally is complicated by the uncertain chemical identity
of the surface species. We address the assignment of the occu-
pied and empty electronic levels for the prototypical photocat-
alytic system of methanol on a rutile TiO2(110) surface. Using
many-body quasiparticle (QP) techniques we show that the fron-
tier levels measured in ultraviolet photoelectron and two photon
photoemission spectroscopy experiments can be assigned with
confidence to the molecularly chemisorbed methanol, rather than
its decomposition product, the methoxy species. We find the high-
est occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the methoxy species
is much closer to the valence band maximum, suggesting why it
is more photocatalytically active than the methanol molecule. We
develop a general semi-quantitative model for predicting many-
body QP energies based on the appropriate description of elec-
tronic screening within the bulk, molecular or vacuum regions of
the wavefunctions at molecule/semiconductor interfaces.

M olecular energy levels are strongly renormalized when
molecules are brought into contact with surfaces.1 The en-

ergy positions of the frontier highest occupied and lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of the adsorbate with
respect to the valence band maximum and conduction band mini-
mum (VBM and CBM) of photocatalytic substrates define the po-
tentials for electron transfer across a molecule/semiconductor in-
terface. Photoelectron spectroscopy can accurately determine the
alignment of the frontier orbitals of the adsorbate with respect to the
substrate bands provided that the chemical state of the chemisorbed
molecule is known. The chemical assignment and correct descrip-
tion of the molecule-photocatalyst interaction require theory to ac-
curately predict the electronic structure of the coupled system.

We consider the electronic structure of methanol chemisorbed
intact or in its partially dissociated methoxy form on the sto-
ichiometric rutile TiO2(110) surface. Methanol is well estab-
lished as a sacrificial hole scavenger in the photocatalytic split-
ting of H2O by UV light excitation of TiO2 nanocolloids.2,3 Ex-
perimentally, the electronic structure and photocatalytic activity
of methanol on the single crystal rutile TiO2(110) surface under
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions has been investigated by ul-
traviolet, X-ray, and two photon photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS,
XPS, and 2PP),4–7 scanning tunnelling microscopy7–9 (STM), and
mass spectrometric analysis of reaction products.10,11 These exper-
iments have reached contradictory conclusions regarding whether

the empty “wet electron” level 12 that is observed in 2PP spec-
tra of methanol covered TiO2 surfaces should be assigned to the
methanol or methoxy species. 6,7 Furthermore, although it is clear
that the methoxy species is more photocatalytically active than the
methanol molecule, there is still debate as to whether the decom-
position of methanol to formaldehyde and methyl formate is ini-
tiated by the thermal9,10 or photocatalytic5,7,11 decomposition of
methanol. Establishing the mechanism of this prototypical pho-
tocatalytic process critically depends on the correct attribution of
photoemission spectra and determination of the energy alignment
of the HOMO and LUMO of the methanol and methoxy species.

Previous studies have shown electronic structure calculations
based on a Hartree-Fock approach adequately describe the molec-
ular energy levels in vacuum. 1 For photocatalytic systems, cova-
lent bonds between the molecular overlayer and the substrate in-
evitably involve significant hybridization of the interacting levels,
which is well described at the level of density functional theory
(DFT). As the molecule approaches the substrate, the mutual polar-
ization of their charge distributions, i.e. screening, also renormal-
izes the energy of the molecular levels. A proper treatment of the
inhomogeneous screening by the environment requires the use of
many-body quasiparticle (QP) techniques. 13 The inhomogeneous
screening must be taken into account to obtain even a qualitative
understanding of the energy level alignment.13

We carry out many-body QP calculations at the G0W0 level and
introduce the scGW1 self consistent approach described in the Sup-
porting Information. 14 These are based on DFT calculations using a
generalized gradient approximation to the exchange and correlation
(xc)-functional (PBE).15 We have also performed self consistent
QP calculations at the scGW and scGW0 levels, and DFT calcula-
tions using a hybrid xc-functional (HSE). 16 PBE, HSE, scGW, and
scGW0 calculations all fail to describe even qualitatively the level
alignment of methanol on TiO2(110) (see Supporting Information).
However, from G0W0 and scGW1 calculations we obtain the cor-
rect level alignment for both the occupied and empty molecular lev-
els at the interface. This enables us to conclude that the molecular
structures measured in UPS 4 and 2PP 17 experiments can mostly be
attributed to intact methanol molecules on TiO2(110). For the par-
tially dissociated methanol layer we find the HOMO of the methoxy
species is nearer the VBM. This more favourable HOMO alignment
may explain why the methoxy species is more photocatalytically
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Figure 1. The atomic structure of methanol monolayers on TiO2(110). Ge-
ometries for (a,c) intact and (b,d) half-dissociated pair I (a,b) and pair II
(c,d) methanol monolayers. The transferred proton is marked in magenta,
along with the accompanying charge transfer of 0.4 electrons.

active than the methanol molecule.
Of more general significance, we find that the many-body QP

corrections to the DFT levels’ energies, i.e. G0W0 QP energy shifts,
are correlated quantitatively with the fraction of the level’s density
within the bulk, molecular, and vacuum regions. In fact, the differ-
ences in these corrections directly reflect the inhomogeneous elec-
tronic screening at the interface. Therefore, the bulk, molecular or
vacuum character of the wavefunctions acts as a “descriptor” for the
QP energy shifts. Based on this finding, we are able to construct a
general model that quantitatively describes the QP corrections to
the electronic energy levels at a molecule/semiconductor interface.

The adsorption of methanol on rutile TiO2(110) is highly inho-
mogeneous due to the similarity in energy of several configurations.
Methanol can chemisorb intact through its O atom to a coordinately
unsaturated (cus) Ti site of the substrate, and by forming a hydrogen
bond between the H atom of its OH group and the surface bridging
O atom. It can also dissociate by transferring the H atom to the sur-
face through the hydrogen bond to leave a methoxy species at the Ti
cus site. The degree of dissociation, and whether it occurs thermally
or photocatalytically is unknown. On the one hand, the primary
photocatalytically active species may be the methanol molecules,
which upon excitation of TiO2 with UV light deprotonates to form
a methoxy species, as identified by single molecule-resolved STM7

and XPS.5 On the other hand, it may be the methoxy species, which
is present due to thermal decomposition of a methanol molecule,
and is photo-oxidized to formaldehyde and methyl formate, as sug-
gested in the recent studies of TiO2 photocatalysis.9,10

The relative stabilities and structures of the fully intact, 50% dis-
sociated, and 100% dissociated methanol monolayers have been
calculated in Ref. 18. We performed G0W0 QP calculations for
the interfacial electronic structure of the four most stable methanol
monolayers (Fig. 1), which includes two “intact” methanol mono-
layers, and their “half-dissociated” counterparts. In these structures
half the methanol molecules have an intermolecular hydrogen bond,
while the other half have an interfacial hydrogen bond. Through
this interfacial hydrogen bond proton transfer and an accompany-
ing charge transfer of 0.4 electrons occur from the oxygen of the
methanol to the nearest surface bridging oxygen (Fig. 1).

Bridging oxygen vacancies, sub-stoichiometricity of the bulk,
and interstitial Ti atoms are not accounted for in these models. Nev-
ertheless, the simulated and measured XPS 5 C1s (-0.66 vs. -0.6 eV)
and O1s (-1.94 vs. -1.7 eV) core-level shifts are in semi-quantitative
agreement for the most stable intact methanol monolayer and its
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Figure 2. The electronic structure of methanol monolayers on TiO2(110).
CH3OH projected (blue), and Wet (green) DOS computed with G0W0 for
the depicted (a) intact and (b) half-dissociated pair I structures, are com-
pared with the UPS 4 (black) and 2PP spectrum (red). 17 Filling denotes
occupied levels. Energies are relative to the VBM, εVBM. The H atom
undergoing proton transfer is marked in magenta. HOMO for the (green)
deprotonating methanol molecule, and (orange) methanol molecule that is
hydrogen bonded to it, are shown together below with the LUMOWet (cyan)
and LUMOWet+1 (yellow) above.

half-dissociated counterpart (pair I). This demonstrates that these
structures are realistic models for UHV experiments. Here, we fo-
cus on the “initial state” electronic structure of the interface prior to
photon irradiation under UHV conditions as the HOMO level align-
ment may change upon creation of a hole or due to a solvent.19

Fig. 2 shows the electronic structure for pair I. First, we focus
on the highest energy peak in the UPS at εUPS

peak ≈ −1.55 eV rel-
ative to the VBM (εVBM). By comparing the projected density of
states (PDOS) onto the methanol layer with UPS measurements 4 of
CH3OH/TiO2 in Fig. 2(a), we find the corresponding peak in semi-
quantitative agreement with the intact structure, which is ∼ 0.3 eV
closer to the VBM. This PDOS feature corresponds to distinct HO-
MOs localized on each methanol molecule within the unit cell, as
depicted in green or orange in Fig. 2. These are predominantly
non-bonding O2p orbitals, with some C–Hσ and Ti3d character.
The weak hybridization of the HOMO orbitals with the substrate
is reflected in the relative narrowness of the primary peaks. The
PDOS for the half-dissociated structure shown in Fig. 2(b) is shifted
∼ 0.6 eV closer to the VBM than the UPS data. The comparison
with UPS experiments suggests that it is mostly the intact methanol
layer which is measured at ∼298 K.4

Next, turning to the unoccupied molecular levels in Fig. 2, we
find that they have primarily two dimensional (2D) σ∗ character as-
sociated with the methanol C–H bond, with weight above H atoms
outside the molecular layer.6 These are the “wet electron” lev-
els,12 which give an intense experimental peak at ε2PP

peak ≈ 5.58 eV

in 2PP spectra. 17 The wet electron density of states (Wet DOS) at
the G0W0 level is also in better agreement with experiment for the
intact structure rather than the half-dissociated one, as is evident in
Fig. 2. The LUMOWet and LUMOWet + 1 levels, which are located
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Table 1. Energies of the highest/lowest peaks εPDOS/Wet
peak in eV relative to

the VBM εVBM, for the CH3OH PDOS and Wet DOS, and differences
∆ε from the UPS and 2PP measurements, respectively, for the intact
(CH3OH) and half-dissociated (CH3O··H) pair I and II structures.

Level of Molecular Pair εPDOS
peak ∆εUPS εWet

peak ∆ε2PP

Theory Layer (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)

G0W0

CH3OH I -1.29 +0.26 +5.68 +0.10
II -1.44 +0.11 +5.19 -0.39

CH3O··H I -0.97 +0.57 +5.98 +0.40
II -0.95 +0.60 +6.13 +0.55

scGW1 CH3OH I -1.70 -0.15 +5.62 +0.04
UPS/2PP -1.55a — +5.58b —
aRef. 4, bRef. 17

at the onset of the Wet DOS spectrum, are shown in Fig. 2.
Our G0W0 results favour the assignment of both the UPS and

2PP measurements to the intact methanol overlayers (∆εUPS ≈

+0.26 eV, ∆ε2PP ≈ +0.10 eV in Table 1). This is fully supported by
the PDOS and Wet DOS for the intact and half-dissociated struc-
tures of the second most stable pair II. 18 Compared to pair I, the
molecule-surface H bond is weakened, and the two methyl groups
are reoriented away from each other for pair II (Fig. 1). As shown
in Table 1, the two intact structures have similar PDOS and Wet
DOS peak energies. The correspondence is even closer for the two
half-dissociated structures. Overall, the shape of the spectra are
quite similar in both cases. This means the spectral assignment to
intact rather than half-dissociated structures is robust against such
differences in orientation within the molecular overlayer.

G0W0 calculations only provide the QP eigenenergies, as the QP
wavefunctions and vacuum level are not computed. Therefore, the
influence of the screening on the vacuum level and wavefunctions
is not directly available at the G0W0 level. To quantify this effect
we must go beyond G0W0 to the self consistent GW level.

2 4 6
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Total DOS
Wet DOS
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CH
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Figure 3. Total (maroon), CH3OH projected (blue), and Wet (green) DOS
computed with scGW1 for the intact structure of pair I. The calculated
CH3OH PDOS and Wet DOS are compared with the UPS 4 (black) and 2PP
spectrum 17 (red). Filling denotes occupied levels. Energies are relative to
the VBM, εVBM. The dashed vertical line indicates the vacuum level Evac.

To maintain the accurate G0W0 description of the spectra while
also describing the vacuum level and QP wavefunctions via the self
consistent GW procedure, we introduce the scGW1 approach. As
described in the Supporting Information, in scGW1 the self consis-
tent procedure is halted once a full unit of the self energy has been
included, i.e. the xc-potential is entirely replaced by self energy. For
this reason the QP energy shifts are quite similar to G0W0. Further-
more, since the wavefunctions converge sooner than the energies
within self consistent GW, the QP wavefunctions and vacuum level
are also obtained within this procedure. Indeed, the scGW1 spectra
shown in Fig. 3 agree even better than G0W0 with the UPS and 2PP
measurements (∆εUPS ≈ −0.15 eV, ∆ε2PP ≈ +0.04 eV in Table 1).

To better understand the differences between the G0W0 and
scGW1 CH3OH PDOS and Wet DOS shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3, we
consider the Kohn-Sham and QP HOMO and LUMOWet wavefunc-
tions depicted in Fig. 4. We find the LUMOWet level changes from
being a molecular level with σ∗ character in PBE, to a more delo-
calized image potential-like level in scGW1, as was found previ-
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Figure 4. HOMO and LUMOWet average density in the xy-plane versus dis-
tance in Å from the center of the TiO2 substrate at Γ as obtained from PBE
(blue/black) and scGW1 (green/red). TiO2 bulk, CH3OH molecular layer,
and vacuum are depicted by grey, brown, and white regions, respectively.
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Figure 5. G0W0 QP energy correction ∆ in eV versus fraction of the wave-
function’s density (a,b) in the slab fslab for the unoccupied levels and (c,d)
in the molecular layer fmol for the occupied levels of pairs I (•) and II (�)
(a,c) intact and (b,d) half-dissociated structures. Open circles denote the
(a,b) LUMOWet and LUMOWet +1 and (c,d) HOMO at Γ depicted in Fig. 2.
Red solid lines are linear fits. Dashed lines denote ∆ ∼ ∆bulk fslab.

ously for insulator surfaces. 20 Just as the LUMOWet level becomes
more delocalized at the QP level, the HOMO becomes more hy-
bridized with the three-fold coordinated oxygen atoms at the sur-
face. In fact, the screening is qualitatively different for molecular
and bulk occupied levels. This leads to a strong dependence of the
QP energy corrections on the character of the occupied level.

To determine the chemical origin of the QP energy corrections,
we show in Fig. 5 how the shifts correlate with the bulk, molecular,
and vacuum character of the wavefunction. To quantify the wave-
function’s character, we designate the bulk, molecular, or vacuum
regions and calculate the fraction of the wavefunction’s surface av-
eraged density in each, as shown in Fig. 4. At the G0W0 level, the
QP energy shift ∆ is the difference between the QP self energy Σ

and the exchange-correlation potential Vxc, normalized by a factor
Z, for a particular level, i.e. ∆ ≡ Z(Σ−Vxc). 14 We find that the QP
shifts for the unoccupied levels correlate with the weight on the slab
fslab, which corresponds to the sum of the weights in the bulk (gray)
and molecular (brown) regions. The same correlation for the unoc-
cupied levels is obtained for all four structures. Specifically, for the
two intact and two half-dissociated structures we find the same lin-
ear correlation with fslab, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) respectively.
This indicates that the magnitude of the QP shift is determined by
the fraction of the wavefunction that is not in the vacuum.

Indeed, vacuum or free electron levels are reasonably well de-
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scribed by DFT. This means the QP corrections are rather small, as
the self energy of these levels is well described by their exchange-
correlation potential, i.e. Σ ∼ Vxc. Because the wet electron levels
have a large weight in the vacuum, their QP corrections are inter-
mediate (0.6 eV . ∆ . 1.2 eV) between bulk (∆slab ≈ 2.28 eV) and
vacuum levels (∆vac ≈ −0.18 eV). From this we obtain the relation
∆ ≈ ∆vac + (∆slab −∆vac) fslab for the QP energy shift.

The QP corrections for the LUMOWet and LUMOWet + 1 levels
at Γ, which are depicted in Fig. 2, are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b)
as open circles. For the half-dissociated geometry in Fig. 2(b), we
find the LUMOWet+1 level is significantly more hybridized with the
bulk, compared to the LUMOWet level, as well as the LUMOWet and
LUMOWet+1 levels of the intact structure in Fig. 2(a). As a conse-
quence, the LUMOWet+1 level of the half-dissociated structure has
a significantly larger QP shift, as seen in Fig. 5(b).

Fundamentally, we may justify the correlation between ∆ and
fslab by the following simple physical model. First, because Σ∼Vxc
for vacuum and nearly free electron levels, ∆vac ∼ 0. Second, be-
cause the QP energy shifts within the slab will be dominated by
those of the bulk, we may approximate ∆slab by the calculated QP
shifts for bulk TiO2 unoccupied levels, ∆slab ∼ ∆bulk ≈ 1.93 eV.
From this we obtain the linear correlation ∆∼∆bulk fslab with a stan-
dard deviation with respect to the full calculation of σ≈±0.2 eV, as
shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) as dashed lines. Altogether, these results
suggest that fslab may serve as an effective descriptor for the QP
energy shifts ∆ of the unoccupied levels at the interface.

Because occupied levels are completely within the slab, fslab is
an inappropriate descriptor for the shift of these levels. For this
reason we instead compare the QP shifts for the occupied levels of
intact and half-dissociated methanol with the fraction of the wave-
function’s density within the molecular layer fmol. Indeed, we find
the QP corrections are well correlated with fmol, as was the case
for a NaCl insulating film on Ge(001). 21 This means screening
within the molecular layer plays an important role for occupied lev-
els. Moreover, the correlation is specific to the type of molecular
layer, i.e. intact versus half-dissociated methanol.

Further, we find the correlation is also orbital dependent, with
separate correlations for the weakly-bonding O2pπ and HOMO and
the more strongly hybridized O2pσ, HOMO−1, . . . , and HOMO−4.
This is because it is easier to screen σ orbitals, which are located
between the atoms, than π orbitals, which are out of plane. Here
the O2pπ and O2pσ orbitals are labelled according to Ref. 22,
while HOMO−1, . . . , HOMO−4 include the corresponding levels
for each type of methanol. The first set of levels includes the VBM
and all levels close to the VBM in energy. For this reason, it is
the relevant set of levels for hole trapping at the geometry of the
unexcited methanol layer prior to photon irradiation. For the O2pπ
orbitals and focusing on the HOMO levels depicted in Fig. 2, we
find a larger QP shift for the intact (∼ −1.2 eV) versus the half-
dissociated (∼ −0.7 eV) molecular layers, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and
(d), respectively, while bulk levels are essentially unshifted.

The observed differences in the QP shifts are due to changes in
the screening, as the xc-potential for HOMOs of the intact and half-
dissociated methanol overlayers are almost the same. These differ-
ences in screening are related to the proton associated charge trans-
fer of 0.4 electrons shown in Fig. 1 for pairs I and II. When charge
is transferred out of the monolayer, its ability to screen electrons
is reduced. Further, the O2pπ and HOMO levels are more strongly
affected by charge transfer thanσ levels, as they are more easily po-
larized. This charge transfer dependence is the origin of the desta-
bilization of the HOMO for the half-dissociated versus intact struc-
tures, which may explain the measured differences in photocatalytic
activity. Such a destabilization of the HOMO has been previously
observed by UPS for the catechol molecule on TiO2(110).23 The

same set of correlations hold for each type of structure from pair I
and II. Altogether, this means fmol is an appropriate descriptor for
the QP energy shifts ∆ of the occupied levels at the interface.

Overall, we find the screening of the occupied levels is affected
by charge transfer (intact & dissociated) and the spacial distribution
of the wavefunctions (σ & π). For the unoccupied levels, we find
the correlation is independent of charge transfer. This is because
these levels are highly delocalized, so that minor changes in the
local screening due to charge transfer are “washed out” by the larger
differences in screening between the vacuum and slab regions.

In this work, many-body QP techniques have proven indispens-
able in obtaining a fundamental insight into the underlying pro-
cesses which control the level alignment of methanol on TiO2(110).
Using the wavefunction character as a descriptor, we construct
semi-quantitative models for predicting QP energies based on more
practical DFT calculations. These models allow the study of a va-
riety of properties that can affect the photocatalytic activity, such
as the dynamical evolution of the level alignment, which are too
costly to be computed directly at the QP level. These models are
a major advancement in the accurate prediction of interfacial level
alignment, which is of fundamental importance in photocatalysis.
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